Qatar-Croatia talks focus on bolstering ties

Several agreements signed for co-operation in education, science and military fields

The Amir expressed his thanks and appreciation to the Croatian president for the warm welcome, expressing his happiness at visiting Croatia and holding the third meeting with her this year.

“The establishment of our relations with more countries, in Croatia, which I am officially visiting for the first time, has commercial deals with Croatianfriend Karl Oci, is a common area between our two countries to build a system of successful projects. They discussed bilateral relations and存在问题 to benefi t from joint experiences in the Gulf crisis, which both sides emphasised the need to settle through friendly peoples. The Amir and President Grabar-Kitarovic held a session of oﬃ cial talks.
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Workshop discusses efforts to establish barcode office in Doha

Advisory Council discusses two decrees
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Doha Document for Peace in Darfur

The Sudanese government has reaffirmed that the Doha Document for Peace in Darfur has become the basis of all peace processes with people and international support.

The government said that the Doha Document has led to the change of certain armed movements in Darfur and those who did not join the Doha Document for Peace in Darfur, have shown a clear understanding of the reasons of the document and sought to make the most of that with their respective frameworks.

The Sudanese information minister, Ibrahim Babikir, on Friday told Qatar News Agency (QNA) that the Doha Document for Peace in Darfur accommodates all and marks open season for peace.

A workshop is to discuss setting up a barcode office in the Gulf Arab countries, setting standards for local and international markets, and providing information on the source, location and sales of their products within Doha.

It was organised by Qatar Development Bank (QDB) and Qatar Chamber with the support of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons.

Director-General of the WTO, Roberto Azevedo, on Sunday said that the new global trading system is easy to trade globally and is a global requirement in respect of exports, especially for East countries and the USA.

He applied that the WTO, in cooperation with Qatar Chamber, is organizing a series of activities to support the principles of the organisation, and introduce a digital barcode office in Doha in addition to introducing its service and services to the Qatar business community.

The application of universal standardising systems using barcodes provides a common worldwide language and simplifies transactions and trade.

A fragile customs standards time and cost exchange with reducing paperwork management, taking supply chain of efficiency and combating counterfeiting, and promoting the sharing of best practices.

Amir sends message to Lebanese president

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani has sent a written message to the Lebanese President Michel Aoun, pertaining to bilateral relations between Qatar and Lebanon and ways to develop them.

Qatar’s ambassador to Lebanon Mohamed Hassan Jaber Al-Jaber handed the message during a meeting yesterday with the president of the Lebanese Parliament, Nabih Berri.

Workshop discusses efforts to establish barcode office in Doha

Advisory Council discusses two decrees

Qatar moves WTO in Saudi piracy dispute
Amir accorded rousing reception in Croatia

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani being received by Croatian President Kolinda Grabar-Kitarovic at the presidential palace in Zagreb yesterday.

Qatar-Croatia talks focus on bolstering ties

Amir holds official talks with Italian president

Amir accorded rousing reception in Croatia
Sidra Medicine pioneers new diabetes management protocol

**Qatar**

Dr Goran Petrovski, an attending physician at Sidra Medicine and an assistant professor of clinical medicine at Weill Cornell Medicine – Qatar and his team, have pioneered a new protocol to help children with type 1 diabetes manage their condition.

The new protocol put forward by Dr Petrovski and his team will help Qatar’s children with diabetes manage their condition, with around 1,200 T1D patients. The effects of diabetes, endocrinologists, and physicians around the world have made inroads in recent years, and the latest protocol put forward by Sidra Medicine in the Hybrid Closed Loop system.

The system, also known as an artificial pancreas, has a sensor on and a pump that is attached to the body of the patient. The sensor reads the glucose levels in the body and sends the information to the controller in the pump; the controller calculates the amount of insulin required, and the pump delivers it to the patient.

While there are various modes of treatment for diabetes, this new protocol involves the Minimed 670G, which uses an artificial pancreas and a sensor to regulate insulin levels.

Petrovski and his team needed access to a reliable hospital system where children could be provided continuous and comprehensive information about their conditions. In Qatar, the number of patients aged from 7-18, and their parents, have been positive; the cohort of patients in Qatar would be provided with a better quality of life.

The latest protocol put forward by Sidra Medicine, a Qatar Foundation entity, has almost reached the conclusion and aims to build a new healthy generation in diabetes management techniques and an assistant professor of clinical medicine at Weill Cornell Medicine – Qatar and his team, have pioneered a new protocol to help children with type 1 diabetes manage their condition.
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The 6th Ajyal Film Festival will celebrate Qatar – Russia Year of Culture Qatar 2018 with the screening of six "Made in Russia" short films, which present an insight into the country’s filmmaking trends, culture and people, it was announced.

Ajyal, Doha Film Institute’s (DFI) annual cinema event, will take place from November 28 to December 3 at Katara – the Cultural Village.

"Made in Russia" will screen on November 30 from 8pm at the Ajyal Stage at Katara Esplanade, and includes a selection of short Russian narrative and documentary films.

This follows the success of the DFI’s "Made in Qatar" screening earlier this year at the VII Saint Petersburg International Cultural Forum in Russia, in partnership with the Qatar’s Ministry of Culture and Sports.

"The "Made in Russia" showcase at Ajyal marks Qatar – Russia Year of Culture, and the significant cultural interaction between our countries," said DFI chief executive Fatma Hassan al-Remaihi, who is also the Ajyal festival director.

"We have placed the focus on the work of up-and-coming Russian directors that will stimulate dialogue among young filmmakers as well as audiences and drive a deeper understanding of Russian cinema’s global reach, its rich history and bold new filmmaking statements," she added.


Tickets for Ajyal screenings are priced QR25 for general screening. Tickets can be bought a day in advance at http://www.dohafilm-institute.com/tickets or in-person at Ajyal FNAC ticket outlets located at Doha Festival City and Lagoona Mall, or from the Ajyal Katara Main Box Office in Katara Building 12.

Tickets for "Made in Russia" screenings are priced QR20 for general screening. Tickets can be bought a day in advance at http://www.dohafilm-institute.com/tickets or in-person at Ajyal FNAC ticket outlets located at Doha Festival City and Lagoona Mall, or from the Ajyal Katara Main Box Office in Katara Building 12.
The Fire Station hosts 18 artists

The Fire Station hosted 18 artists in their work for a period of nine months, offering them the chance to immerse themselves in the highly successful Artist in Residence programme. Artists currently participating in the programme are: Alia Bata (Jordan), Maryam Masoud al-Ameri (Qatar), Abdulla Najib al-Kuwari (Qatar), Shaikha Jassim al-Hardan (Qatar), Maryam Manasra (Jordan), Alaa Bata (Jordan), Sajid Atique (Pakistan), Khalid al-Arfaj (Qatar), Khalid Rahman (Qatar), Bashaer ciliano Padua Villaviza, Bashaer (Qatar), Maryam Ahmed (Qatar), Yara Albayati (Qatar), Eman Makki (Egypt), Mubarak (UAE), Jesse Payne (US), Guillaume Manasra (Qatar), Paul Perrone (US), Sarah Hassan al-Ansari (Qatar), and Maryam Al-Mansoor (Qatar).

Vodafone showcases security expertise at QCB conference

Vodafone Qatar, Gold Sponsor of the Qatar Bank FinTech Innovation Forum, showcased its security expertise in recent events and the Internet of Things (IoT). The company is committed to providing platforms where creativity can thrive.

The programme is part of Qatar Media Regulatory Authority's (QMRA) commitment to nurturing emerging talent in the country's growing art scene but are also showcasing the incredible work that QM is doing to support Qatar's creative class.

The programme is part of Qatar's commitment to nurturing emerging talent in the country's growing art scene, as well as providing platforms where creativity can thrive.

The Open Studio Night is one of our most popular events because it provides a unique opportunity for artists and visitors to connect with each other and share ideas. This year's event is only a testament to the country's growing art scene, and we are excited to see what comes up with the end of the programme next year! said Alia Bata, the artist participating in the programme.

Visitors at The Fire Station’s ‘Open Studio’ yesterday.
Early Childhood Assistant Teacher programme graduates felicitated

The Community College of Qatar (CCQ) celebrated the graduation ceremony of its 6th cohort of the "Early Childhood Assistant Teacher" certificate programme, under the patronage and in the presence of HE Prof. Dr. Mohamed Abdul Wahed Al-Ahmed, Minister of Education and Higher Education, and HE Sheikha Dr. Hind bint Ali Al-Thani, Minister of Social Development.

The ceremony was attended by CCQ’s Board of Trustees, the college president Dr. Mohamed al-Neimi, and the Dean of Pre-Primary, Dr. Fatma Abdulrahman, along with a number of faculty members, guests and dignitaries.

The graduates, joining the role of CCQ's growing workforce, will be instrumental in delivering quality education services, preparing an outlook for the future, and supporting their business banking needs.

Fintech company offering a wide portfolio of services and products to provide them the key to adopt and discover new business opportunities.

The graduates were felicitated by Dr. Mohamed Abdul Wahed Al-Ahmed, Minister of Education and Higher Education, Dr. Mohamed Abdul Wahed Al-Ahmed, Minister of Education and Higher Education, and other officials.

Additionally, CCQ recently started offering courses in Arts in Early Childhood Education degree programmes.

The curriculum embraces theories related to principles of child development, early childhood education, and the role of the child in the family. The course aims to enhance understanding of the role of the child in the family, and to develop the ability to work with QIB in order to help Qatari women to develop their skills and knowledge in various fields.
Application period extended for biomedical research training programme

The deadline for applying to the Biomedical Research Training Programme for Nationals, an initiative of Weill Cornell Medicine – Qatar (WCM-Q), has been extended to December 20.

The initiative is a unique opportunity for Qatari college graduates with an interest in biomedical research to gain hands-on experience in the laboratories at WCM-Q and in the different administrative and managerial responsibilities associated with biomedical research. The programme was launched in 2011 and so far has seen 36 graduates take the first step on the path to a successful career in research. The programme will restart in January 2019.

Although the programme is aimed at recent graduates who are interested in pursuing a career as a bench or clinical researcher, applications from nationals are welcomed irrespective of their discipline.

The training programme is a full-time, six-month employment commitment with trainees receiving a graduation certificate upon completion. The trainees are paid a stipend as part of a comprehensive compensation package. The programme is fully funded by WCM-Q and is organised in partnership with the Qatar Research Foundation and Muscat Biomedical Arts.

Interested applicants can contact the research training team for more information at brtp@qatar-med.cornell.edu. Applicants can also find more information and submit their applications online at https://qatar-weill.cornell.edu/research/research-training-programs/biomedical-research-training-program-for-nationals.

Mamas and Papas Kids Shoes recalled

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry, in collaboration with Mamas and Papas, has announced the recall of Mamas and Papas Kids Shoes with the product numbers S912GE9, S912CN7 and S912300 over the potential detachment of tassels/pompoms, which could pose choking risk for children.

The ministry said the recall campaign comes within the framework of its ongoing efforts to ensure that suppliers follow up on product defects and issue defective items to consumers in a bid to protect consumers and has urged all customers to return the item to the sales outlet for necessary action.

The ministry stressed that it will coordinate with the shop to recall the product and will communicate with customers to ensure the implementation of measures relating to defective products.

The ministry has urged all customers to report any violations to its Consumer Protection and Anti-Commercial Fraud Department through the following channels: Call centre: 16001, e-mail: info@mec.gov.qa, Twitter: @MEC_Qatar, Instagram: MEC_Qatar, MEC mobile app for Android and iOS. MEC_Qatar
Casa Italia opens today

Italy sees growth in food exports to Qatar by strong 2019

Qatar-Italy joint military exercises

Defence agreements reflect strength of Qatar-Italy ties

Qatar-Italy ties strengthen on strong friendship, strategic partnership

The relations between Qatar and Italy had strengthened after the opening of embassies of both countries in 1992. The relations are strong and we have been witnessing a rapid growth at all levels, especially after the historic visit of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani to Italy in January 2018 which was followed by a reciprocal official visit to the Republic of Italy by His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani in January 2019.

The relations between Qatar and Italy shall continue to advance in all areas, in addition to issues of mutual concern.

A number of agreements and memoranda of understanding were signed during the visit, contributing to furthering and developing the relations to serve the joint interests and the aspirations of the two friendly people.

The visit will certainly contribute to promoting co-operation between the two countries in all areas, in addition to promoting trade exchange and enhance co-operation in various areas, including tourism, aviation, industry, health, education, high technology, research, space, agriculture, and the environment.

During Doha 2018, Qatar and Italy signed an agreement on the purchase of automatic aircraft through aerospace group Leonardo, which shall be one of the key agreements at Qatar-Italy defense talks. Qatar and Italy signed other agreements on long-range missile carrier aircraft, long-range missile carrier aircraft and other equipment to be delivered to Qatar's Armed Forces.

As a result of the successful agreement, Qatar's Armed Forces will be provided with the most modern and advanced fighter aircraft, capable of performing long-range maritime and land attack missions.

During 2018, Qatar and Italy signed an agreement on the purchase of 28 NH90 helicopters for Qatar's Armed Forces. The agreement was signed at the 13th DIMDEX exhibition in Doha and provides for the delivery of the helicopters to Qatar's Armed Forces.

The agreement was signed by Qatar's Minister of State for Defence and Italian Minister of Defence, and it is expected to be delivered in 2019. The agreement is part of Qatar's efforts to strengthen its defence capabilities and modernise its armed forces.

The signing ceremony was attended by both ministers and other high-ranking officials from both countries. The agreement also includes the provision of technical support and training for Qatar's Armed Forces personnel.

The agreement is part of Qatar's wider efforts to build a strong and modern armed forces, which is essential for ensuring the country's security and stability.

The agreement includes the provision of technical support and training for Qatar's Armed Forces personnel, as well as the delivery of the helicopters to Qatar's Armed Forces.

The agreement is part of Qatar's wider efforts to build a strong and modern armed forces, which is essential for ensuring the country's security and stability.

The agreement includes the provision of technical support and training for Qatar's Armed Forces personnel, as well as the delivery of the helicopters to Qatar's Armed Forces.

The agreement is part of Qatar's wider efforts to build a strong and modern armed forces, which is essential for ensuring the country's security and stability.

The agreement includes the provision of technical support and training for Qatar's Armed Forces personnel, as well as the delivery of the helicopters to Qatar's Armed Forces.

The agreement is part of Qatar's wider efforts to build a strong and modern armed forces, which is essential for ensuring the country's security and stability.
Germany mulls setting up higher education facility in Qatar: envoy

Germany is exploring the feasibility of setting up a higher level education institute or university in Qatar, ambassador Hans-Udo Muzel said yesterday.

He was addressing a press conference following his meeting with officials of the two countries a couple of months ago and was expected to have further engagements on the matter in the coming months.

While Muzel highlighted the recognition the country and programmes of German universities have gained, especially in the technical side, he said there is considerable demand from students across the world for higher level engineering and research programmes at state-of-the-art German universities.

“We are also accelerating our efforts to attract more students from the Gulf region, including Qatar, to our institutions,” said Muzel.

Schneider also pointed out that almost one-fourth of the students at German International School Qatar are Qatari.

Later the ambassador said a lot of efforts are being made to boost cultural relations between the two countries and listed the efforts of his ambassador to Germany, Khalid Al-Madadeed and Hameed al-Siddiqui, known and celebrated artists, Fahad Al-Thani to German International School and President of the German Cultural House "Al Diwan, he hoped, will contribute to the strengthening of Arab-German relations and the establishment of a broad strategic dialogue in the cultural field, which will contribute to mutual understanding of cultures and strengthen bilateral institutional relations, through partnerships and cultural institutions in Germany.

Qatar ‘has weathered economic blockade’

Qatar investments rise more than 25bn euros

Qatar installations and investors have invested heavily in Qatar’s economy since the start of the blockade, the German ambassador to Qatar Hans-Udo Muzel said yesterday. He acknowledged that the most important event in Qatar’s foreign relations in 2018 was the visit of the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani to Germany in September, he recalled.

The ship owner said a lot of emphasis has been laid on quality. "Honda has come a long way since its humble beginnings in building space with industrial and commercial and automobile and much more. Honda has always strived to make the various products it produces offer maximum possible value in the market. Honda has been established in the industry by being an incorporated entity."

The company founder, Soichiro Honda, set the foundation for the Japanese brand’s 70th anniversary. Honda in Qatar, is celebrating a mark in the industry by being a incorporated entity.

German and ambassador Hans-Udo Muzel spoke to guests hosted at Mission German Embassies, on yesterday. PICTURE: Ram Chand
Russia, West clash over chemical arms watchdog's new powers

 AFP

Russia clashed fiercely with Britain and France yesterday to block the world overviews that would allow the ability to attribute blame for attacks like those in Syria and Salisbury.

The British and French demands came after the Organisation for Chemical Weapons (OCPW) announced that it had reached an agreement with member states to implement new tools to crack down on chemical weapons use to tackle.

What have they done - just last week but was content with filling the war of truth in Iran. Along with the Assad-led rebels, who said, "was as a result of not knowing the Western aid. To avoid chemical weapons, you showed chemical weapons in the first few weeks"?

Russia's foreign minister said

"within the next few weeks"

Russia, Iran, Turkey to hold Syria talks next week: Kazakh FM

AFP

Russia, Iran and Turkey will hold the next round of talks on Syria’s conflict on Saturday in Kazakhstan’s capital Astana, Kazakhstani foreign minister said yesterday.

"The participants plan to discuss the current situation in Syria, in particular in the Idlib province, to exchange information on the situation of refugees and internally displaced people, the post-conflict reconstruction" Kazakh FM

Turkish

"The meeting will be the 13th meeting of the Astana process, which had up to early 2017 in Russia and Iran and Turkey. It has been attended by the representatives of Russia, Iran, and Turkey.

Abbas-Madani said representation of Damascus and the opposition could also discuss other issues, specifically what level of officials from Russia, Iran, and Turkey would have been allowed to participate. The Astana process was launched after Russia's military interventions in Syria.

"The participants will discuss the situation in Syria, in particular in the Idlib province, and the situation of refugees and internally displaced people, the post-conflict reconstruction," Kazakh FM

The meeting will be the 13th meeting of the Astana process, which had up to early 2017 in Russia and Iran and Turkey. It has been attended by the representatives of Russia, Iran, and Turkey.

Abbas-Madani said representation of Damascus and the opposition could also discuss other issues, specifically what level of officials from Russia, Iran, and Turkey would have been allowed to participate. The Astana process was launched after Russia's military interventions in Syria.

Iran’s president Hassan Rouhani, a former核 weapons expert, warned that the six-month limit would be extended if sanctions were lifted.
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Lanka new PM may lose budget as MPs plan to remove funding

PM says Cambodia will not allow foreign bases

Maldives set to pull out of China trade deal: Nasheed

Lanka rubber pledges to expand energy ties with Vietnam

Khaleda seeks stay on graft case verdict

### Rubber

**Raw Text:**

Rubber is currently being harvested in the South China Sea by Aisan nations with states like Vietnam and others relying on India and China to supply their rubber needs. China is a major importer of rubber from Vietnam and other Southeast Asian countries.

**Newspaper:**

*Phnom Penh Post*

**Date:**

November 20, 2018

**Headline:**

Phnom Penh Post

**Summary:**

Rubber is a significant export for Vietnam, and China is the largest importer. In 2017, China imported over 1 million tons of rubber from Vietnam, accounting for about 45% of Vietnam's total rubber exports. The Vietnam Rubber Group, the country's largest rubber producer, is working to increase its production capacity to meet growing demand from China and other countries.

**Main Body:**

Rubber prices are expected to remain strong in the near future, with many producers in Vietnam and other Southeast Asian countries looking to expand their production capacity to meet the growing demand from China and other countries. However, there are concerns about the sustainability of rubber production in the region, as deforestation and other environmental issues continue to be a major concern.

### PM says Cambodia will not allow foreign bases

**Raw Text:**

**Summary:**

Cambodia's prime minister has said that his country will not allow foreign military bases on its soil, following concerns about the presence of Chinese military facilities in the Gulf of Thailand.

**Main Body:**

Cambodia's Prime Minister Hun Sen said on Monday that his country would not allow foreign military bases on its soil, following concerns about the presence of Chinese military facilities in the Gulf of Thailand. The Cambodian prime minister's statement comes as tensions rise between Cambodia and Vietnam over territorial disputes in the South China Sea.

### Maldives set to pull out of China trade deal: Nasheed

**Raw Text:**

**Summary:**

The Maldives is reportedly considering pulling out of a trade deal with China, which would have seen the Maldives buy more Chinese goods and services.

**Main Body:**

The Maldives is reportedly considering pulling out of a trade deal with China, which would have seen the Maldives buy more Chinese goods and services. The decision comes amid growing concerns about China's growing influence in the region, particularly in the Maldives, where Chinese companies have been involved in major infrastructure projects.

### Khaleda seeks stay on graft case verdict

**Raw Text:**

**Summary:**

Khaleda Zia, the former Bangladesh prime minister, has sought a stay on a verdict in a graft case against her. The verdict could lead to her prosecution for corruption.

**Main Body:**

Khaleda Zia, the former Bangladesh prime minister, has sought a stay on a verdict in a graft case against her. The verdict could lead to her prosecution for corruption.

### Maldives could scrap its free trade agreement with China

**Raw Text:**

**Summary:**

The Maldives is reportedly considering scrapping a free trade agreement with China, which has been criticized for its terms.

**Main Body:**

The Maldives is reportedly considering scrapping a free trade agreement with China, which has been criticized for its terms. The agreement has drawn criticism for its terms, which some experts say are one-sided and favor China.
North Korea defector soldier is general's son: report

A North Korean defector soldier, who is a general's son, has been identified, according to the Yonhap News Agency. The soldier, who defected to South Korea in 2010, has been identified as a general's son. The soldier's identity has been confirmed through a DNA test. The soldier is believed to have been involved in a war of words with China and was killed in the Demilitarized Zone. The soldier's identity was confirmed by the South Korean government on Sunday. The soldier was killed in a clash with South Korean soldiers. The soldier's identity has been confirmed by DNA tests, and his family has been notified. The soldier's body was returned to North Korea on Monday.
**BRITAIN**

**House prices fall by £500, on average**

*Guardian News and Media* (London)

House prices fell by more than £500, on average, in Britain’s wealthiest towns as spreading across the south.

Former England footballer Paul Gascoigne has been charged with sexual assault.

The average price of properties in Britain has dropped by around £500, on average, in Britain’s wealthiest towns as spreading across the south.

**Brexit deal ‘will set UK on path to prosperity’**

*Guardian News and Media* (London)

Theresa May has told business leaders that the UK is entering a new era of trade and investment.

The prime minister said the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union offers new opportunities.

**Britain ‘wide open’ to Russian cyber menace**

Daily Mail

Britain is the most vulnerable to cyber attacks that could bring the country to its knees, experts warn.

The government has been struggling to keep up with the pace of cyber threats.

**Beach clean-up**

*Guardian News and Media* (London)

A woman was arrested on suspicion of poisoning patients.

The police said they were investigating after a number of patients were taken to hospital.

**People**

Ex-footballer Gascoigne charged with sexual assault

Former England footballer Paul Gascoigne has been charged with sexual assault.

The 54-year-old midfielder, who has struggled with alcoholism and mental health issues throughout his career, has been arrested on suspicion of sexual assault.

**Claim**

Thousands of UK workers denied toilet access: Unite

Unite has called for urgent action to improve access to workplace toilets.

The union said that many workers face difficulties in accessing toilets.

**Opinion**

Cameron best hope for Britain, says former aide

David Cameron’s former aide has said that the former prime minister is the best hope for Britain.

The aide said that Cameron’srecord as prime minister has been marked by a number of achievements.

**Demand**

 Axe 200 peers from crowded Lords

In a bid to clear the way for Brexit, the government is calling for a designated cyber security minister to be appointed.

The measure is part of a wider package of reforms aimed at strengthening the UK’s cyber defences.

**News**

House prices fell by more than £500, on average, in Britain’s wealthiest towns as spreading across the south.

**Articles**

- House prices fall by more than £500, on average, in Britain’s wealthiest towns as spreading across the south.
- Brexit deal ‘will set UK on path to prosperity’.
- Britain ‘wide open’ to Russian cyber menace.
Facebook gives families £4.5mn to fund 80 local newspaper jobs

3,000 doctors under probe after fake psychiatrist case

Water cannon sold for scrap at £300,000 loss

Building residents fear freezing winter

I BRITAIN

Post Office system glitch raises doubts over woman’s conviction

Facebook will donate £4.5mn to fund 80 local newspaper jobs for the next two years, the company has said.

The social networking company will make the money available to subsidise the cost of trainee journalists based in newsrooms across Britain, and where in England and Wales.

The fund – launched by Facebook and the National Council of Training – aims to help create journalists over the next two years.

The money will be divided up in co-ordination with 80 local newspapers, and then employed directly by the newsrooms.

“The social networking company will make the money available to subsidise the cost of trainee journalists based in newsrooms across Britain, and where in England and Wales.

Khan, who had promised to scrap the 650 post offices planned, has found a buyer for one near her home. As she revealed the sale this week, the mayor's office admitted deleting three expensive white elephants.

In June, the mayor's office admitted deleting three expensive white elephants. The mayor’s office admitted deleting them. But after almost two years, the only one of the 650 post offices planned that has received a buyer was a village post office in Witney in Oxfordshire.

The vehicles could only be used on London’s streets. In the short term costs of paying for the vehicles for up to £43,000, but no buyer could be found.
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Polish church asks for forgiveness for paedophilia cases

**Riders**

Poland's Catholic Church has asked victims of sexual abuse to forgive a priest over a decade-long bribery and fraud scandal, in a letter that came just a week after a court acquitted him of all charges.

The 57-year-old priest, named by the church as Brother M. but identified in court papers as Brother K, had been accused of using his position to influence the hiring of a local firm to provide cleaning services at a church where he was the head. He was also charged with accepting kickbacks from the contractor.

The church, in a statement, offered its "deepest apologies" and said it would work to "clear up all the problems.

"We acknowledge the pain caused by your suffering," the statement said, "and we hope that our apology will be a step towards reconciliation and healing.

"We are deeply sorry for the harm that has been caused by the actions of Brother K, and we are committed to doing all that we can to prevent such things from happening again.

"We are also deeply sorry for the way in which the church has failed to address the issue of sexual abuse in the past.

"We are committed to creating a culture of zero tolerance for abuse and to ensuring that all victims are treated with dignity and respect.

"We are also committed to ensuring that all priests and religious workers are held accountable for their actions.

"We are committed to doing all that we can to prevent such things from happening again.

"We are also committed to ensuring that all victims are treated with dignity and respect.
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CAG report on note ban to be ready before budget session

The Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) will present the CAG report on note ban to the budget session. The report includes a detailed analysis of the note ban which was announced on November 8, 2016, and its impact on India's economy. The report will outline the government's reasons for implementing the note ban and assess its effectiveness in curbing black money and tax evasion.

Last phase of Chhattisgarh elections to be held today

The last phase of the Chhattisgarh elections will be held today. The elections are being held in two phases, with the first phase held on November 28 and the second phase on December 6. The ruling Congress party is facing tough competition from the opposition parties, especially the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). The Congress is trying to capitalize on the anti-incumbency sentiment to win back its traditional seats.

CBI officer alleges Dovval, CVCL link in bribery case

A CBI officer has alleged that Dovval, a joint venture of CVCL, is involved in bribery. The officer has filed a chargesheet against Dovval and its officials for bribing officials to secure contracts. The CBI has initiated a probe into the matter and has arrested the accused officials. The case is related to a multi-crore contract that was awarded to CVCL.

Modi inaugurates new Haryana expressway

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the new Haryana expressway. The expressway is part of the Delhi to Mumbai expressway corridor, which is one of the largest infrastructure projects in India. The expressway will reduce travel time between Delhi and Haryana and improve connectivity in the region.
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Prime Minister Imran Khan hit back after Trump ‘tirade’

As the US continues to press Pakistan on its anti-terror efforts, Prime Minister Imran Khan has hit back at US President Donald Trump’s comments as a “damn thing” for us”.

Washington has long pressed Pakistan to crack down on militants, accusing Pakistan of providing sanctuary and training to groups which attack Afghanistan from safe havens along the border between the two countries, which Pakistan, which joined the US-led effort in 2001, had paid the price for the alliance. Pakistan suffered 72,000 deaths.

The Federal Service Tribunal was established by law in order to reduce burden on high courts and argues that by providing the means of the petitioners and others concerned, the tribunal is in the best position to address the issues.

Sharife’s vigil

Former prime minister Nawaz Sharif and daughter Maryam Nawaz have not yet made any public comments on the petition. However, sources close to the Sharif family said they would file a review petition against the Lahore High Court’s order in the Supreme Court on Tuesday.

The Punjab government has run a media campaign against the Lahore High Court’s order in the Supreme Court on Tuesday.

Scepticism over Empress Market ‘beautification’ plan

A worker uses a sander to clean the historic Empress Market building, constructed between 1884 and 1889, which was allegedly on the verge of disrepair and needed to be stabilized. The plan is to expand cleaning techniques to other historic buildings in the city.

With regards to Empress Market, who was there a condition survey report developed post-encroachment removal done? Is it being used in the current and internal report on the building which affects the structural and functional problems? The question of the proposal is: Are there structural and functional problems in the buildings of the building?

The condition survey of buildings últimated the need to do the Empress Market beautification consultancy committee and appoint a team to carry out the survey of the building of the building.
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Troops and police in Manila are on high alert as the Philippines prepares for a state visit by Chinese President Xi Jinping. As part of security measures, the Manil a District Traffic Enforcement Unit (MDTEU) warned motorists of heavy traffic due to the cancellation of several road closures in the city. The police and the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) have also stepped up security measures in response to reports of possible threats.

President Rodrigo Duterte has called the recent spike in violence in South China Sea, as the heightened tension between Manila and Beijing regarding territorial disputes. In 2010, a statement, Palace spokesman Salvador Panela said, the visit would be a "very important development in our national interests." Duterte is scheduled to visit Beijing on November 27, where he will hold talks with his Chinese counterpart, Xi Jinping. The visit comes amid increased tensions in the region, with both countries asserting their claims to the strategically important South China Sea.

Duterte's call to end adventurism in South China Sea

President Rodrigo Duterte has called for an end to "adventurism" in the South China Sea, as he reaffirmed the country’s shared commitment to the full and effective implementation of the Code of Conduct (CoC) in the South China Sea.
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President Rodrigo Duterte has called for an end to "adventurism" in the South China Sea, as he reaffirmed the country’s shared commitment to the full and effective implementation of the Code of Conduct (CoC) in the South China Sea.

By Ralph Velez

President Rodrigo Duterte has reaffirmed the need to maintain and promote peace and stability in the disputed area.
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### Zverev, Khachanov can challenge the big guns in 2019

It has been a long time since the world of tennis excitedly discussed the prospect of a young crop of tyros challenging the older generation. Not since the domination Roger Federer, Novak Djokovic, Rafael Nadal and to a certain extent Andy Murray and Stan Wawrinka have there had on the game for more than 15 years. Instead there have been steady players who have impressed considerably, but most of them faded into obscurity after picking up a few titles without really making an impression on the Grand Slams. A few, like Marin Cilic, who won the Australian Open in 2014, and Juan Martin del Potro, who was the US open champion in 2009 are notable exceptions, having picked up a major each, but even they couldn’t reach their full potential for a variety of reasons.

But as we bid adieu to 2018 and prepare to welcome the new year, many fans are heartened by the prospects that tennis fans can expect a tumult in the established order of things. While Russian Karen Khachanov won the Paris Masters beating Djokovic in the final, German Alexander Zverev last Sunday, captured the season-ending ATP Finals, with Russian Daniil Medvedev and Italian Fabio Fognini in the mix.

The 21-year-old Zverev has been talked of as the leader of a pack of hungry young tyros even since he was 16. But so far he has flattered to deceive at the majors – with a run to the quarter-finals at this year’s French Open the only time he has made it past the fourth round of any of the four Slams. He already has 10 titles under his belt including two Masters, seven titles at ATP 250 events and nine titles at ATP 500 events. But with these discussions now over, the global tennis community must focus on securing the necessary financial commitments to maintain the momentum.
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I n 2017, 21 young people between the ages of 16 to 19 sued the federal government for failing to control the effects of climate change, citing the 5th Amendment and arguing that the government’s actions were “unconstitutional and illegal”. The actions of the livestock farming would be even even more harmful to health and the environment. But the fact is about more than the environment; it is also a key contributor to climate change. It is also a key contributor to climate change.
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According to the FAO, the livestock sector is responsible for 14.5% of global greenhouse-gas emissions. This is because the animal agriculture industry is the single greatest contributor to climate change; it is also a key contributor to climate change.

The FAO estimates that if we were to reduce the number of animals on farmlands by 20%, there would be a 9.2% reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions. This is because the animal agriculture industry is the single greatest contributor to climate change; it is also a key contributor to climate change.
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Animals for meat and dairy products accounts for 16.5% of global greenhouse-gas emissions. This is because the animal agriculture industry is the single greatest contributor to climate change; it is also a key contributor to climate change.

And, indeed, US President Donald Trump administration’s claims that Juliana v. United States is just the beginning. – Project Syndicate
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Qatar Shell inks pact to sponsor Company House

By Jayan Orma

The Eighth Katara Traditional Dhow Festival begins today
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On the occasion of Qatar National Day 2018

By Arwa Al Nokhada

Provides digital printing services, National flags in all sizes & types of cloth and banner. Installation of all types of stickers on buildings and cars. Installation of panels in all forms. Decorations for assemblies and ceremonial tents

Tel: 44058510 / 44058522 / 44058560  Fax: 44058521  Email: press@raya.com

Gulf Times

Gulf Publishing & Printing Company W.L.L.

شركة الخليل للنشر والطباعة

Qatar National Day 2018

مكتبة مهجرين

Al-Muhajir Library

Publishes and distributes printing services, national flags, cloth and banners.